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A NOTE ON ORDER COMPLETE /-ALGEBRAS

BORIS LAVRIC

ABSTRACT. Let A be an Archimedean uniformly complete /-algebra with

unit element. Then the following conditions are equivalent

(i) A is order complete.

(ii) Every regular algebra ideal in A is an order ideal.

(iii) Every finitely generated regular algebra ideal in A is a principal algebra

ideal.

The proof is based on the fact that the range of every injective orthomor-

phism in an order complete Riesz space is an order ideal.

1. Introduction. Let L be an Archimedean Riesz space. The sequence (/„ :

n E N) in L is called an order Cauchy sequence whenever there exists a sequence

[pn : n 6 N) in L such that pn [ 0 and \fn — fn+k\ < Pn for all k, n E N. The Riesz

space L is said to be order complete if every order Cauchy sequence in L is order

convergent. The following criterion for order completeness due to Papangelou [7]

is well known. The Riesz space L is order complete if and only if for any pair of

sequences (/„ : n E N), (gn : n E N) in L satisfying fn] < gn\ and mi{gn - /„) = 0

there exists an element h E L such that fn<h<gn for all n e N.

An order complete Riesz space is uniformly complete and the family of all order

complete Riesz spaces contains all uniformly complete normal Riesz spaces. It

is shown in [4, Corollary 5.3] that the range of every orthomorphism (i.e. order

bounded band preserving linear map) in a uniformly complete normal Riesz space

is an order ideal. What can be said if we consider only injective orthomorphisms?

In the first part of this note it is shown that the order complete Riesz spaces can

substitute the normal ones in the above conclusion.

This result is used to give some characterizations of order completeness of uni-

formly complete Archimedean /-algebras with unit. They are presented in Theorem

4, which generalizes [2, Theorem 5.1] concerning algebras C{X) of all real valued

continuous functions on a completely regular Hausdorff space X. Examples show

that the condition of uniform completeness cannot be dropped in Theorem 4.

For terminology and elementary properties of Riesz spaces and /-algebra theory

not explained here we refer the reader to [5,8,4].

Finally we want to emphasize that all proofs in this note will be free of any

representation, so that Zorn's lemma is not used unnecessarily.

2. The range of an injective orthomorphism. We shall begin with a prop-

erty characteristic for an injective orthomorphism.
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PROPOSITION  l.   Let L be an Archimedean Riesz space, and let T: L —► L be

an order bounded linear operator.  Then the following two condition are equivalent.

(i) T is an injective orthomorphism.

(ii) {Tu}dd = {u}dd for all ueL.

PROOF, (i) implies (ii): Since T is band preserving, {Tu}dd C {u}dd holds

for all u e L. For the converse inclusion we have to show that u e {Tu}dd. To

this end take v E {Tu}d; note that \v\ A \T\ \u\ = \v\ A \Tu\ = 0. By virtue of

\T\i\v\ A |u|) = \T\\v\ A \T\\u\ = 0, |v| A |«| = 0, since T is injective.

(ii) implies (i): Trivial.

Let us continue with a result on the range of an injective orthomorphism.

THEOREM 2. Let L be an Archimedean order complete Riesz space. Then the

range R{T) of an injective orthomorphism T: L —> L is an order ideal.

PROOF. Assume first that T is a positive and injective orthomorphism on L

and take an arbitrary u E L+. It is enough to see that every 0 < v < Tu lies in the

range R{T) of T. For every n E N set

pn = (T V (1/n)/)-V        ç„=«-(TV (l/n)/)"1^« - v),

where / denotes the identity of L. We will prove that pn* < qnl and (qn — p„)|0.

It is obious that pn} and qn[. Since u E {Tu}dd by Proposition 1, the relation

(u A n ■ Tu)]u holds. Therefore

Qn - Pn = u - (T V (l/n)/)_1Tw = u - (J An • T)u

= {u-{uAn-Tu)) i 0.

As L is order complete, there exists an element h E L such that pn < h < qn for

all n E N, so pn { h, qn [ h, and Tpn f Th, Tqn J. Th, since T is order continuous.

On the other hand

Tpn = T{T V (l/n)I)~1v = (I A nT)v = {v A nTv) * v,

hence v — Th E R{T) as we claimed.

Now let T be an arbitrary injective orthomorphism on L. Then \T\ is an injective

orthomorphism with the range Ä(|Tf) an order ideal in L. By [3, Lemma 2.7] R{T)

is also an order ideal in L, and the proof is finished.

Note. For the last part of the proof (i.e., general case of injective orthomorphism)

we can proceed also along the lines of [4, Corollary 5.3] or [8, Theorem 146.7].

3. Order complete /-algebras. Let A be an Archimedean /-algebra with

unit element. Recall that by an r-ideal / in A we mean an algebra ideal I C A,

that the r-ideal generated by a\,...,an E A is denoted by (ai,...,àn), and an

r-ideal which is in addition an order ideal is called an /-ideal.

We shall say that an element a E A is regular if ab = 0, b E A implies 6 = 0. An

r-ideal J C A is said to be regular if it contains a regular element. Since a square

of a regular element is regular, every regular r-ideal contains a positive regular

element. Obviously a E A is regular if and only if \a\ is a weak unit in A.

In [2, Theorem 5.1] it is proved that for the algebra C{X) (or Cb{X)) of all real

continuous (and bounded) functions on a completely regular Hausdorff topological
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space X the following statements are equivalent:

(a) X is a quasi-F space, i.e., every dense cozero set C C X is CVembedded in

X.

(b) C{X) is an order complete Riesz space.

(c) Every regular r-ideal in C{X) is an /-ideal.

(d) Every finitely generated regular r-ideal in C(X) is a principal r-ideal.

We shall examine the conditions (b), (c), and (d) in a more general context of

Archimedean unital /-algebras.

First we present some conditions which are equivalent to condition (c).

PROPOSITION 3. Let A be an Archimedean f-algebra with unit element e. Then

the following statements are equivalent.

(i) For every weak unit w E A+ the principal r-ideal (w) is an l-ideal.

(ii) For every regular element a e A the principal r-ideal (a) is an l-ideal.

(iii) Every regular r-ideal in A is an l-ideal.

(iv) (a, b) = [a + b) for any a,b E A+ with a + b regular.

PROOF, (i) implies (ii): Take a regular a e A, note that \a\ is a weak unit and

by (i) i\a\) is an /-ideal. Thus a+,a~ e (|a|), a = k\a\ for some k E A; therefore

\a\ = ka and so (a) = (|a|) is an /-ideal.

(ii) implies (iii): Let J C A be a regular r-ideal in A and w > 0 a regular element

in J. Observe first that for 0 < a E J and 0 < b < a we have b = f(a + w) for some

/ e A, since (a + w) is an /-ideal by (ii), so b E J.

Now, let a 6 J be arbitrary. We will show that \a\ E J, and (iii) will follow.

Set u = (w — a~)+ < w and note that u — gw for some 0 < g < e, ua+ =

wa+, so wa+ = gwa+; therefore a+ = ga+. Next observe that from the obvious

inequality (w — o-)2 > —wa~ it follows that w2 > (w — a~)a~, consequently

w2 > {w — a~)+a~ = ua~ — gwa~ and w > ga~ > 0. Now put f — 2g — e and see

that \a\ — fa = 2{a+ — ga) = 2ga~ E [0,2w] C J. Hence \a\ 6 J, as we claimed.

(iii) implies (iv): Let a,b E A+ with a + b a weak unit in A. By (iii) (a + b) is

an /-ideal, so a, b E (a + b) and (iv) follows immediately.

(iv) implies (i): Let rabea weak unit m A, a E (w), and \b\ < \a\. Then a = kw

for some k E A, 0 < b± < \k\w, and (/>*, (|fc| + e)w - b±) = {{\k\ + e)w) C {w),

since (iv) holds. Therefore b E (w) and the proof is complete.

In the next theorem we compare the conditions (b), (c), and (d).

THEOREM 4. Consider the following conditions for the Archimedean f-algebra

A with unit element e.

(i) A is order complete.

(ii) Every regular r-ideal in A is an l-ideal.

(iii) Every finitely generated regular r-ideal in A is a principal r-ideal.

Then (i) implies (ii), and (ii) implies (iii). If A is uniformly complete, then the

conditions are equivalent.

PROOF, (i) implies (ii): Let w E Abe a weak unit in A, and ttw : A —► A be the

orthomorphism defined by 7twa = wa, a E A. Since nw is injective, the range (u>)

of ttw is an /-ideal by Theorem 2, and (ii) holds by Proposition 3.

(ii) implies (iii): Let «7 = (ai,..., an) be a regular r-ideal generated by oi,..., an

E A. Then it is easy to see that w = \ai\ + - ■ - + \an\ is a weak unit in A and J C (w),
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since J and (w) are /-ideals.   On the other hand |a¿| E J, i = 1,... ,n, therefore

(w) C J. Both inclusions together give the equality (it;) = J.

Assume now that A is in addition uniformly complete. We will show that (iii)

implies (i) and the proof of the theorem will be finished. Let a, b E A+ with a + b a

weak unit in A. The r-ideal {a,b) is by assumption a principal r-ideal, say equal to

(w). Hence a = u\w\ and b = v\w\ for some u,v E A+. Since there exist elements

f,g E A such that

w = af + bg = u|iu|/ + v\w\g = (uf + vg)\w\,

we get |it/ + u<7| = e, so (ti + i;)_1 exists in A (A is uniformly complete!). It follows

that

a = u\w\ = (it + v) ■ (u + i»)_1ií|k;| — (u + v)~1u(a + b)

and similarly we have b = (u + v)~1v{a + b). Since a + b is regular, this gives the

relations u E {a}dd and v E {b}dd, hence

e = {u + v)~lu + {u + v)~lv E {a}dd + {b}dd.

Then obviously A = {a}dd + {b}dd and by [6, Theorem 11.7] A is order complete.

If A is an Archimedean unital /-algebra, the injective orthomorphisms on A are

precisely multiplications with regualr elements of A, i.e., 7r e Orth(J4) and 7T is

injective if and only if it = 7ra : A —> A; naf = af, f E A with a e A regular. So we

conclude from the above theorem and Proposition 3 that the range of an injective

orthomorphism on a uniformly complete unitary /-algebra A is an order ideal if

and only if A is order complete. Hence we cannot expect that Theorem 2 holds

under weaker conditions.

The following two examples will show that the reverse implication (ii)=>(i) and

(iii)=>(ii) do not hold in a nonuniformly complete /-algebra.

EXAMPLE 5. Let A be the Archimedean unital /-algebra of all real functions

with finite range defined on [0,1] C R. Every regular element of A is invertible,

therefore (w) = A for all weak units w e A, hence (ii) of Theorem 4 holds. But (i)

does not hold, since A is not uniformly complete.

EXAMPLE 6 (SEE [4, EXAMPLE 6.7]). Let A be the /-algebra of all real sequences

a = (ai,a2,...) satisfying the following condition. For every a e A there exists

na e N and a polynomial pa e R[X] such that an = pa{n) for all n > na. It can

be seen that every finitely generated r-ideal in A is principal, so (iii) holds. On the

other hand the r-ideal (w) generated by the weak unit w e A, wn = n + 1, n e N,

is not an /-ideal. Indeed, a e A, an = n, n e N, satisfies 0 < a < w, but a £ (w).

Observe that A satisfies (iii), but the range (w) of the orthomorphism itw : A —►

A, 7rwf = wf, f e A, is not an order ideal.

REMARKS. Theorem 4 can be compared with [4, Theorem 6.6], which says

in particular that for an Archimedean unital uniformly complete /-algebra A the

following conditions are equivalent: (i) A is normal; (ii) every r-ideal in A is an /-

ideal; and (iii) every finitely generated r-ideal in A is a principal r-ideal. Considering

this analogy, and recalling that an Archimedean unital /-algebra A is normal if and

only if (a) = (|a|) for every a 6 A [4, Proposition 6.3], a natural question arises.

Is A order complete if and only if the condition (a) = (|o|) holds for every regular

element a e A? An order complete unital /-algebra satisfies the above condition,

but [2, Example 5.6] shows that the converse fails in general.
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As observed by the referee, Theroems 3 and 4 can be obtained also using [1, 2.3

and 2.8] in combination with [2, Theorem 5.1], of course, applying the representa-

tion theory.

ADDED IN PROOF. After this paper was submitted, we were informed that our

Theorem 2 and Theorem 4 have been proved by B. de Pagter in his doctoral thesis

f-algebras and orthomorphisms (Leiden, 1981).
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